By FARHH (GB) (2008). Hwt. 4 times in Europe and England, Stakes winner of $2,114,455 USA in England, Champion S. Sponsored by QIPCO [G1], etc. Sire of 7 crops of racing age, 214 foals, 150 starters, 11 stakes winners, 1 champion, 92 winners of 238 races and earning $8,899,758 USA, including Hold On Now (Champion in Spain, 3rd Premio Archidamia [L]), Dee Ex Bee ($1,181,563 USA, Matchbook VIP Henry II S. [G3], etc.), King of Change ($995,418 USA, QIPCO Queen Elizabeth II S. [G1], etc.), Tribalist (to 4, 2023, $347,485 USA, Prix du Muguet [G2], etc.), Fonteyn (at 3, 2022, $265,113 USA, Royal Bahrain Sun Chariot S. [G1], etc.), Wells Farhh Go ($254,740 USA, Bahrain Trophy S. [G3], etc.), Elegiac ($207,792 USA, Barry Hills Further Flight S. [L]).

1st dam
Fair Daughter (GB), by Nathaniel (IRE). Unraced in Great Britain. Dam of 4 foals, 2 to race, 1 winner--

TRIBALIST (c. by Farhh (GB)). Black type winner, see below.

2nd dam
Wiener Wald, by Woodman. Unplaced. Half-sister to Seeking the Dream ($201,034 (USA), 3rd Kentuckiana S. [L] (ELP, $5,500)). Dam of 9 winners--

CROWDED HOUSE (GB) (c. by Rainbow Quest). 2 wins at 2 in ENG, placed at 4 in NA and UAE, $988,576 (USA), Racing Post Trophy [G1], 2nd Pacific Classic S. [G1] (DMR, $200,000), Dubai International Al Rashidiya [G3], Shadwell Estate Al Maktoum Challenge Round 2 [G3], Sire.

ON REFLECTION (FR) (c. by Rainbow Quest). 4 wins, 2 to 6 in FR, placed in 2 starts at 4 in SPA, $119,599 (USA), Grand Prix Gaston Deferre [L], 2nd Grand Prix de Compiegne [L], 3rd Prix Berteux-Etalon Marchand de Sable [G3].


Declared Interest (GB) (f. by Declaration of War). 4 wins at 3 and 4 in ENG, $70,958 (USA), 3rd Coral E.B.F. Fleur De Lys S. [L].

Forest Crown (GB) (f. by Royal Applause (GB)). Winner at 2 and 3 in ENG, placed at 4 in NA, $65,541 (USA), 3rd E.B.F. Dick Hern Fillies' S. [L], E.B.F. Normandie Stud Fleur de Lys Fillies' S. [L]. Dam of--

FOREST OF DEAN (GB) (g. by Ifraaj (GB)). 6 wins, 3 to 7, 2023 in ENG, $241,463 (USA), Betway Winter Derby S. [G3], 3rd Betway Winter Derby Trial [L].


Golden Crown (GB) (f. by Siyouni (FR)). Winner at 2 in FR, $58,247 (USA), 2nd Prix de Sandrigham [G2], Prix des Lilas [L].

Riotous Applause (GB) (f. by Royal Applause (GB)). Winner at 2 and 3 in ENG, $35,330 (USA), 3rd Timeform Silver Salver Cecil Frail S. [L]. Dam of--

INVINCIBLE WARRIOR (IRE) (g. by Invincible Spirit (IRE)). 4 wins at 2 and 4 in ENG and HK, $181,735 (USA), Park Hill Hospital Doncaster S. [L].

Bering Island (IRE) (f. by Bering (GB)). Winner at 3 and 4 in NZ, placed at 3 in FR, $9,592 (USA). Dam of--

Ithacan Queen (NZ) (f. by Savabeel (AUS)). Placed at 4 in AUS. Dam of--

BEAUTY ETERNAL (AUS) (g. by Starspangledbanner (AUS)). 6 wins in 9 starts at 4 and 5, 2023 in HK, $1,443,386 (USA), Lion Rock Trophy [G3], 2nd Hong Kong Macau Trophy [L], 3rd BMW Hong Kong Derby 2023 [L].

Love Sensation (AUS) (f. by Night of Thunder (IRE)). 3 wins at 3 and 5, 2022 in AUS, $164,337 (USA), 2nd Dynamic Print Group Alexandra S. [G3].

Heron Bay (GB) (g. by $Hernando (FR)). 3 wins, 3 to 7 in ENG, $109,419 (USA). Woodland River (c. by Irish River (FR)). Winner at 3 in ENG, $8,970 (USA).
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=Harry Lime (GB) (g. by $Cape Cross (IRE)). Winner at 3 in ENG, $3,075 (USA).
Argent Du Bois (f. by Silver Hawk). Placed at 2 in FR, $11,106 (USA).

=BRANDO (GB) (g. by =Pivotal (GB)). 9 wins, 3 to 7 in ENG and FR, placed in 2 starts at 4 in IRE, $1,513,752 (USA), LARC Prix Maurice de Gheest [G1], Coral Charge Sprint S. [G3], Connaught Access Floorin Aberrant S. [G3] twice, 2nd Darley July Cup [G1], QIPCO British Champions Sprint S. [G1], etc.

TICKER TAPE (GB) (f. by $Royal Applause (GB)). 8 wins, 2 to 5 in ENG and NA, $1,452,396 (USA), American Oaks Invitational [G1] (HOL, $450,000), Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S. [G1] (KEE, $310,000), Pucker Up S. [G3] (AP, $120,000), Providencia S. [L] (SA, $68,220), Tuzla H. [L] (SA, $47,190), etc. Dam of--

Royal Decree (f. by Street Cry (IRE)). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of--


WAR DECREE (c. by War Front). 3 wins, 2 to 3 in ENG and IRE, $312,212 (USA), Qatar Vintage S. [G2], Koffy Diamond S. [G3], 2nd Homerserve Huxley S. [G2], Bet365 Superlative S. [G2], Sire.

Noble Quality (c. by Elusive Quality). Winner at 2 and 3, $71,950, 3rd English Channel S. (GP, $7,050).

Raise Up (f. by Henrythenavigator). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of--

Empiremeister (g. by Bodemeister). 3 wins, 2 to 4, $61,363, 3rd Ontario County S. -R (FL, $5,000).

Sant Elena (GB) (f. by =Efisio (GB)). 3 wins, 2 to 4 in ENG and NA, $98,733 (USA), 2nd Flaming Page S. [L] (WO, $20,000(CAN)). Dam of--

RECKLESS ABANDON (GB) (c. by Exchange Rate). 5 wins at 2 in ENG and FR, $609,536 (USA), Hwt. at 3 on European Free Hand., 5 - 7 fur., Hwt. at 3 on English Free Hand., 5 - 7 fur., Hwt. colt at 2 on French Free Hand., Darley Prix Morny [G1], Vision.ae Middle Park S. [G1], Prix Robert Papin [G2], Norfolk S. [G2], 2nd John Smiths Original Scarbrough S. [L], etc. Sire.

BEST APPROACH (GB) (c. by =New Approach (IRE)). 3 wins at 2 and 4 in JPN, $863,335 (USA), Metropolitan S. [L], 2nd TV Tokyo Hai Aoba Sho [G2], 3rd Radio Nikkei Hai Kyoto Nisai S. [G3].

ERASMO (GB) (g. by Oasis Dream (GB)). 4 wins at 2 and 3 in ENG, $165,065 (USA), Prix Paul de Moussac Longines [G3], Prix de Pontarmee [L], Prix Saraca [L], 2nd Prix la Force [G3], Prix du Pont Neuf [L].

Family Tree (GB) (g. by $Galileo (IRE)). 7 wins, 2 to 2023 in IRE and NA, $154,295 (USA), 3rd Lenebane S. [L].

Free Rein (GB) (f. by $Dansili (GB)). Winner at 3 in ENG, $7,204 (USA). Dam of--

WEST END GIRL (GB) (f. by Golden Horn (GB)). 2 wins at 2 in ENG, $47,513 (USA), German-Thoroughbred.com Sweet Solera S. [G3], 3rd Betsafe Top Price All Runners Oaks Trial [L].

Silver Bark (GB) (f. by $Royal Applause (GB)). Winner at 2 in ENG, $9,401 (USA). Dam of--

Toofi (FR) (g. by Henrythenavigator). Winner at 2 and 10 in ENG, $266,176 (USA), 2nd Tamdown King Charles II S. [L].

Silver Meadow (IRE) (f. by =Teofilo (IRE)). Winner at 3 and 4 in FR, $71,926 (USA), 3rd Prix Maurice Zilber - Fonds Europeen de l'Elevage [L], Producer.

Miss Vendome (IRE) (f. by =Medicean (GB)). Unplaced in FR. Dam of--

Legion of Honour (GB) (g. by =Wootton Bassett (GB)). Winner at 2 in ENG, $25,666 (USA), 2nd Ladbrokes Burradon S. [L].

Centime (GB) (f. by $Royal Applause (GB)). Winner at 3 in ENG, $5,489 (USA), 2nd Bixendelum Height of Fashion S. [L].

Vienna Affair (GB) (f. by Red Ransom). Placed at 3 in ENG. Dam of--

DARING DANCER (f. by Empire Maker). 4 wins in 7 starts at 2 and 3, $235,392, Lake George S. [G2] (SAR, $120,000), Appalachian S. [G3] (KEE, $60,000).

HAMP (g. by Sky Mesa). 4 wins, 2 to 4, $201,169(USA), Henry S. Clark S. (PIM, $60,000), 2nd River City H. [G3] (CD, $21,432), 3rd Marylander S. [L] (LRL, $12,500), Japan Racing
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Association S. (LRL, $10,000).
Trustmore Lovemore (f. by Kitten's Joy). Placed in 1 start at 4, $5,030. Dam of--
  Anglophile (c. by English Channel). Winner at 2, placed at 3, 2023, $76,309, 2nd Cutler Bay S. (GP, $28,130).
You're No Better (GB) (g. by High Chaparral (IRE)). Placed at 3 and 4, $17,250.
=Fair Daughter (GB) (f. by =Nathaniel (IRE)). See above.
Woodland Scene (IRE) (f. by =Act One (GB)). Unraced. Dam of--
  NAZANIN (f. by Declaration of War). 2 wins at 2 in ENG, $40,763 (USA), Virgin Bet Firth of Clyde S. [G3].